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Shahnaz Wazir Ali is President’s

Coordinator on Social Sector. She is

a former member of the National

Assembly and Special Assistant to

the Prime Minister on Social

Sectors. She is the permanent

Chairperson of National Advisory

Forum for the last two years.

Shahnaz holds many key positions in

public and private social sector

institutions. She was the Prime

Minister's focal person on polio

eradication, member management

board of Benazir Income Support

Programme, member executive

board of National Commission for

Human Development, Member of

Senate for National Defence

University (NDU) and President

Population Association of Pakistan

(PAP).

Q: As Chairperson National
Advisory Forum (NAF), what
role do you think GEP has
played in women’s
empowerment? How do you
compare GEP with other
gender equity projects?

A: I view GEP as a very valuable and

strategic program, with participation

from government and civil society.

It's a strategically built vision aimed

at empowering women through a

well-developed program focusing on

rights of women especially gender-

based violence (GBV).

I have worked in the field of women

empowerment for a very long time

and I have seen multiple types of

support arrangements by different

organizations but I think GEP is

unique because it does several

things that other programs have not

done in the past.

With its volume of funding, GEP is a

critical resource for both the

Government of Pakistan and civil

society. GEP objectives such as

access to justice, economic

empowerment of women and

combating gender-based violence
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are all critical women's rights issues in Pakistan.

Together they offer a holistic approach with

research and capacity building to work towards

real change for the women of Pakistan.

Another interesting part of GEP is that grants

are accessible to both government and non-

government organizations. The non-competitive

approach for public sector encourages

government departments to indulge into

endeavors which they otherwise avoid due to

lack of funds. It also exposes them to high

standards of transparency, good design, reporting

on results and implementation practices.

A: It's a long story.You are talking about a lifetime

of where I started, but let me try and share some

of the key markers in my life. I am a Punjabi and

my father was a civil servant and my mother was

an educationist. It was a typical middle class

family.

From my childhood, I remember that education

was a major commitment and a matter of

discussion in our house.When I was 23, my

mother established a trust and emptied three

rooms of our house to start a nursery. So it has

been a life time of interest for education. It was

her mission to educate children.The trust is still

functional and there are 7800 children studying

in its Karachi branch.

In our home, we talked about politics, economics

and education at breakfast, lunch and dinner. It

was never about latest fashions or movies. For us,

life had always been very powerfully motivated

by the fact that you have to be at service to the

people and you have to do something useful and

meaningful with your life.

I went to the States for education and got

married in an affluent family soon after I

returned.That is where I first realized how the

power structure and control system of Pakistan

works. For the first time, I observed a gap

between the rich and the marginalized. Those

were the years when Zulfikar Ali Bhutto entered

the political scene. His political philosophy

convinced me.

During the same time, I got separated from my

husband and moved to Lahore. I had three

children to support financially so I started my

career as a teacher in Lahore American School.

Within the fifth year of my work, I became the

first Pakistani principal of the school. It was a

challenging job and a hectic routine but despite

the hard work, my deepest interest was to know

what was happening in the country.

It was Zia's era and my father was a very active

member of Tehreek-e-Istaklaal. At that time, it

was no longer possible just to sit at home and be

oblivious of what was happening to the people of

Pakistan.

It was a time when women were the target of

General Zia-ul-Haq's policies.There was a

discussion going on that women are supposed to

stay behind the “Char Dewari” and they should

not be allowed to drive or work with men.

I began to go to rallies, meetings, protests and

gatherings against those policies.We were not

aware of the fact that we were human rights

activists.We were different because we decided

not to sit at home in that situation but fight in

whatever way possible to ensure that millions of

women in Pakistan get their legal and

constitutional rights.

It was a big shift from a normal woman sitting at

home to one going to protests and bearing baton

charge by police.Women Action Forum (WAF)

was also one of the products of the same

struggle.We used to have secret meetings and

were regularly followed by agency people. Soon

our protest was joined by lawyers and students.

The next step in my political career was joining

Pakistan People's Party. I officially became part of

PPP when Benazir Bhutto came back in 1986 but

I mentally, intellectually and emotionally joined

the party long before that.

Q2: Please share with us your journey of
becoming Special Assistant to the Prime
Minister. How did it start and what helped
you most in keeping your faith alive during
the hard times?
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Q : You have been part of the women’s
rights movement in Pakistan since the 80s.
Do you believe that it is proceeding in the
right direction?

Q: What is your observation regarding
basic issues that hinder women’s
empowerment? How significantly GEP can
contribute towards achieving the targets of
women’s emancipation?

Q: The PPP government was praised for
women related legislative measures but
was criticized for lack of implementation.
As important part of that government,
how would you defend it?

A: No doubt women still face challenges in

Pakistan but these challenges are of a different

nature.Today, it is about rights of women and

their empowerment but back in the 80's, the

women rights movement was very much

embedded in the overall struggle of democracy.

At that time, we were fighting for democratic

Pakistan and the women rights movement was

very much part of that larger movement of trade

unionists, students, journalists, lawyers and

political parties.

Today, 30 years later, I

think the penetration

of very conservative,

orthodox and

extremist mind set is

a great challenge.

There is no doubt

however, that we

have a democratic

system, independent

judiciary, a vibrant,

free media that acts

as a watchdog, no

political prisoners,

and people are free

to express themselves.

In conflict to these, you still find significant

segments of the population still sticking to

cultural norms, traditions and practices set by the

patriarchal mind set.Women are still treated as a

commodity and killed in the name of honor.

But still, I have a lot of hope.Wherever you go in

Pakistan, in remote Balochistan or rural Sindh or

Punjab, women are equally carrying the burden of

work and are actively participating in economy.

They are entering the sectors that were never

considered the domain of women.

It is no more about the women's rights which

came out of the dictatorship. Now the women's

rights movement has taken a completely different

direction. It is not only building on the past but it

has also transformed into an institutionalized

process.

A: I strongly believe that economic and political

empowerment of women is very important.

When women have control over finances and

assets, they are able to take decisions about their

lives and they become equal members of family

and society.

I believe that micro-

credit facilities for

women provided by

organizations such as

Kashaf Foundation,

First Women Bank,

Khushhali etc. have

been able to bring

major change in the

lives of women.

Second is the political

empowerment of

women. It allows

them to take up

issues and suggest

solutions at policy and decision-making level.

I think GEP is a unique model of a development

program where all initiatives are inter-linked and

support each other. Maybe GEP would like to

consider how it can contribute more in the

economic empowerment of women and how it

can build on past efforts. For example, much has

been done to institutionalize women home-based

workers. Policies and draft legislation has been

prepared. GEP can contribute by taking ahead the

work that has already been done.

Funding for women's

rights had been

marginalized therefore

GEP with its volume of

funding is critical.

Enormous capacities

exist outside the

government and we

need to harness these

capacities

Chairperson

National Advisory Forum

Ms Shahnaz Wazir Ali
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A:The PPP government proved its political will

through various concrete legislative measures

taken during the last five years for women

empowerment. Our government had many

critical challenges to deal with that are related to

economy, security, war against terrorism etc. but

still I feel that in the last five years, the

government has been able to achieve a lot in

terms of legislation.There was Protection against

Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act

2010,Amendments on Inheritance, Acid Crime

and Harmful Traditional Practices.

Implementation of these legislations is the next

step.

But I agree that it is never enough. Barriers

continued to exist but there were a good

number of women at decision-making positions.

We have a strong representation of women in

national and provincial assemblies.Women were

very proactive in the National Assembly and

Senate committees and in the Cabinet.We have

tried to make women’s issues a cross-cutting

theme of all our projects.

A: I definitely foresee an enhanced participation

of women in the upcoming elections in all terms.

There will be a sea change in the number of

women that will vote this time. I am confident

because only through Benazir Income Support

Program (BISP), 20 million women have been

registered as voters. Now they have a Smart

Card, bank card, access to health services,

education and an opportunity to register their

families for vocational training.

Q: Do you foresee an enhanced
participation of women in the upcoming
elections? What more can be done to
encourage women to vote and contest
elections?

Mobina Parveen's eyes

shine as she flashes her

new Computerized

National Identity Card

that allows her to vote

in this year's General

Elections. She did not

have it in previous years

and neither did around

80 women of her village

Pir Shahbazi in district

Khairpur. Now all of them possess this little

plastic card that means so much to them.

Women in this remote village were never

allowed to step out of their homes. Mobina is

one of the 300,000 women who got their

identity cards with the help of social mobilization

campaign for CNIC registration launched by

GEP in collaboration with NADRA.

Their village was approached by Bhittai Social

Welfare Association (BSWA) team that is

implementing a one year project to support

women’s CNIC registration in this area. The

non-government organization (NGO) mobilized,

motivated and educated village people about the

importance of CNIC as well as basic human

rights of both men and women.

The BSWA team collected the information

about women who required CNIC in the village

by forming a village mobilization committee and

guiding them for making a household mapping

exercise.

Things changed after BSWA female team went

to Pir Shahbazi and organized a facilitation camp.

“Only then, I and 80 women of my village were

allowed CNIC registration otherwise we were

not allowed to leave our houses to go to town

for any personal work,” she said.

Mobina can now get many social benefits but the

one that she looks forward to is casting her

vote.“I felt very happy when I received my CNIC

from NADRA. Now we can participate in the

upcoming elections.The village women and I

have already started discussing whom to vote

for.”

Her Opinion Counts in Elections

Mobina with her new CNIC
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GEP in Action

GEP Inaugurates Office in Skardu

Expanding its implementation area to Gilgit

Baltistan, the Gender Equity Program (GEP)

inaugurated its regional office in Skardu on

November 7, 2013.

Member Gilgit-Baltistan Legislative Assembly

Shereen Fatima cut the ribbon to formally

inaugurate the office. Heads of NGOs,

government officials and media representatives

participated in the opening ceremony.

Speaking on this occasion, Shereen Fatima

congratulated GEP and Aurat Foundation’s

management and expressed hope that it would

continue to be a great help in political, social and

economic empowerment of local women. She

suggested that AF focus on capacity-building of

women parliamentarians and politicians of Gilgit

Baltistan.

“Due to lack of capacity-building opportunities,

women members in Legislative Assembly and

other forums are not able to effectively

contribute to the uplift of their community,” she

said. She committed all out support for GEP

office in its program implementation.

Program Officer GEP Fida Hussain briefed the

participants about Aurat Foundation's aims and

objectives and details of the GEP project. Later,

the participants shared their views regarding

different social aspects of Gilgit Baltistan that

affect the lives of women.

Considering the strong rating and popularity of

the TV talk show Lal-O-Gohar, News One re-

aired the show free-of-charge as part of their

corporate social responsibility (CSR), from

September 28, 2012 to January 18, 2013.

Each episode of the program reached 146,988

viewers and a total of 2.4 million people were

exposed to the 16 episodes of Lal-o-Gohar re-

aired on News One. In terms of female

viewership, a total of 103,710 females watched

each episode and 1.7 million were exposed to

the content.

A co-production of Interflow Group and the

Gender Equity Program (GEP), Lal-o-Gauhar or

Precious Diamonds, addresses the critical issue

of gender discrimination for which Pakistan is

ranked 127th out of 130, the lowest in the South

Sustaining the Success of

Lal-o-GoharTalk Show on

Gender Equity

Fida Hussain briefs participants about GEP objectives

Member Gilgit-Baltistan Legislative Assembly Shereen Fatima

inaugurates the office.
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Asia.The program also sheds light on women’s

equality, along with gender based violence.The

target audiences for Lal-o-Gauhar were males

and females aged 16 and above, from families

belonging to middle and lower income groups.

The show was hosted by Hina Bayat, a renowned

TV actress and show host. It featured celebrities

from all walks of life, law enforcement officials,

civic organization leaders and representatives.

The theme of the show was positive, focusing on

the average Pakistani woman, the injustices she

faces in day to day life, societal attitudes and

behaviors which contribute to them, and

informing oppressed women of the proper legal

and civic channels to use in order to help them

put an end to those injustices.

The program started achieving higher ratings

after a few episodes and registered a higher

rating amongst a general audience (both male

and female) compared to females alone which

shows that male audiences also viewed the show

from the beginning till the end.

During 16 Days of Activism against Gender

BasedViolence from November 25 to December

10, 2012, the Gender Equity Program (GEP)

developed and disseminated advocacy packages

to all Pakistan Gender Coalition (PGC) members

helping them to conduct advocacy events on a

voluntary basis.

During GEP Grant Cycle 4 in 2011,

approximately 830 advocacy events were held

down to the tehsil level in almost every district

of the country.The same was emulated during 16

Days of Activism in 2012.

The process was facilitated by four regional

Capacity-Building Units (CBU) teams with

regional sub-grantees to ensure successful

implementation and reporting of the outputs on

this first ever initiative of voluntary interventions.

Advocacy material distributed by GEP for the

events highlighted the significance and history of

16 Days of Activism and focused on combating

gender based violence.As a result, PGC members

conducted seminars, walks, rallies and various

awareness campaigns.

These events were organized by PGC members

independently demonstrating the vitality and

sustainability of developing volunteer networks in

the context of rights based advocacy.The

enthusiasm and active participation of PGC

members bodes well for GEP and confirms the

potential of the network to become a legacy of

GEP beyond its five years.A full report of all the

activities undertaken by the coalition members is

currently being prepared.

GEP launched Pakistan Gender Coalition (PGC)

in 2012 to support GEP initiatives and to

encourage sustainability of capacity building

interventions undertaken.

Building on Strategic Alliances and Networks
PGC Observes 16 Days of Activism by EncouragingVolunteerism
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Youth Dialogue on Rights of
Women

PU Commemorates 16 Days of
Activism

Sami Foundation, GEP's regional partner and a

member of Pakistan Gender Coalition (PGC),

organized a youth dialogue titled “Rights of

Women,Violence against Women and Role of

Youth” on December 7, 2012 at Sindh Resource

Center (SRC).

Boys and girls from different areas of district

Umerkot participated in the event.Assistant

Deputy Commissioner of Umerkot Tazmeezuddin

Khehro was the chief guest on the occasion.

Tazmeezuddin Khehro said low literacy rate,

poverty and ignorance of the existing anti-

violence laws contribute to increasing violence

against women.

A participant Parkash Piragani shared that in

1996, Pakistan became a signatory to the

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)

however, the country did little for the

implementation.

Social activist Nasreen Qambrani said that

violence occurred more in joint family systems

and suggested that for women who are victims of

domestic violence, divorce is a better option than

enduring a life-long violent relationship.

The speakers also demanded justice for a six-

year-old who had been a victim of criminal

assault in Ghulam Nabi Shah and also took out a

rally to protest the incident.

As member PGC, Department of Gender Studies,

Punjab University (PU), organized an event to

commemorate 16 Days of Activism against gender

based violence on December 13, 2012.

Under this year's theme of 'Safety at Home, Work

and Public Places', the Gender Studies Department

organized various activities to commemorate the

event including a poster competition for students

from selected universities and colleges, debate

competition and theater performances.A total of

24 students from different departments of PU and

colleges of Lahore took part in these competitions.

A team from USAID, Lahore office, participated in

the event.The team visited the exhibition gallery

which was followed by a discussion on the

significance of 16 Days of Activism against Gender

BasedViolence, an overview of the struggle of

women's rights by Pakistani women and way

forward strategies to promote women

empowerment in Pakistan.

Later, students of the Gender Studies Department

highlighted the gender biases and stereotypes

prevailing in the society through a theater

performance. Later, USAID Director Lahore office,

Jeffery N. Bakkan gave a key note address and

distributed certificates amongst the students.

The department, under GEP’s sub-grant of

'Capacity-Building of Center of Excellence for

Universities,' has undertaken several initiatives

including standardization of curricula, contribution

to e-portal, capacity-building of faculty staff, gender

sensitization of non-faculty staff and students of

other faculties and liaison with corporate and

social sector entities.

USAID Director Lahore Office Jeffery N Bakkan visits exhibition

of posters

Youth representatives share their views regarding violence

against women
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GEP Outreach
Where We Work
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Association for Global Humanities and Ethics

Women Welfare Organization

Himalayan Rural Support Program

Noor Educational Trust (NET)

Youth Resource Centre

Basic Education for Awareness Reforms and Empowerment (BEFARE)

KhwendoKor (KK) in consortium with StepNex Services (Pvt.) Ltd

Sawera Development Organization (SDO)

Community Development Organization (CDO)

Foundation For Integrated Development Action

BlueVeins

Pakistan Rural Development Program (PRDP)

Interactive Resource Centre

Dastak Charitable Trust

Labour Resource Center

Bali Memorial Trust (BMT)

Star Welfare Organization (SWO)

Mukhtara Mai Women Organization

Acid Survivors Foundation (ASF)

FACES Pakistan

Sudhaar Society

Farmers Friends Organization

SACHET

Youth Front Pakistan

Initiative for Change (IFC)

Health Environment Literacy Organization (HELO)

Insaan Foundation Trust

DAMAAN-Development through Awareness and Motivation

Human Dignity Society in Consortium with Rahnuma FPAP (HDS)

AZAT Foundation

Centre for Peace and Development (CPD)

Panah Shelter Home

Bint-e-Fatima Old Homes Trust

War Against Rape

Health and Nutrition Development Society (HANDS)

Roshni Research & Development Welfare Organization (RRDWO)

Kainaat Development Association (KDA)

Fundamental Human rights & Rural Development Association (FHRRDA)

Goth SudhaarSanget Sindh (GSSS)

Sindh Community Foundation

Al-Mehran Rural Development Organization

Sixth Grant Cycle
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The map shows GEP interventions in various districts of Pakistan up to Dec 2012

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

Cycle 4

Cycle 5

Cycle 6A
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To educate children about gender equity and

advocate against gender-based violence (GBV),

Aurat Foundation, under its USAID-funded

Gender Equity Program (GEP) launched

Pakistan's first 3D animated series on GBV for

children entitled,“Mein aur Mere Dost” (Me and

My Friends).

The series featured a team of three young middle

school detectives investigating a troubled fellow

student who is displaying behavioural problems

associated with victims of gender discrimination

and violence. The plot revolves around the

young detectives rescuing the troubled student

from her dilemma and continues as she joins the

group to help them tackle various gender-related

issues. In the first stage of its airing, the

animation was telecast on the largest private

television network Geo.

The cartoon series aims at challenging

discriminatory stereotypes and help counter

explicit and implicit messages about female status,

patriarchal norms, inhumane social practices and

violence against women fostered through culture

and reinforced through media.

Additionally, it projects a constructive image of

women, promotes equality among genders,

challenges the underpinning social taboos and

stimulates children to probe elders about the

existing contradictions in social practices.

The Urdu-language animated series is the first

produced in Pakistan by CreativeVillage using 3D

technology. Designed to educate children about

gender equity and advocate against gender-based

violence, the seven-episode cartoon series

counters gender stereotypes and conveys

constructive messages against gender-based

violence.

Speaking at the launching ceremony, US Deputy

Chief of Mission Ambassador, Richard Hoagland,

GEP Events
GEP Launches Pakistan's First 3D Animation Series

US Deputy Chief of Mission Ambassador Richard Hoagland presents a shield to Khazia David (Hadia)
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said that gender-based violence is not restricted

to a specific region.“It is a global issue and one

that presents enormous challenges to nations

around the world. Not only women but society

as a whole should work together to eliminate

gender-based violence,” he said.

“The United States believes that investing in

women and girls is one of the surest ways to

achieve economic progress, political stability, and

greater prosperity for Pakistani women – and

men,” he said. Through the work created by this

program, a number of animators including four

women had a unique opportunity to work with

new and exciting technology introduced in

Pakistan for the first time, he added.

In her presentation on activities conducted under

GEP, Chief of Party GEP Simi Kamal said so far 97

sub-grants have been awarded whereas 32,628

women and 60,978 men have participated in 834

advocacy events organized to campaign against

GBV across all districts of Pakistan down to the

tehsil level.

Chief Operating Officer AF Naeem Mirza said that

Pakistani women are victim of 3D’s-deprivation

denial and discrimination.He said that to curtail the

impact and transition of gender based violence

through generations, it is very important that a

targeted and focused effort be made to change

behaviors.

“Since children are far more impressionable as

compared to adults, it becomes increasingly

important to focus on them in order to achieve any

significant and widespread change in attitudes and

behaviors,” he added.

The event was attended by media personalities,civil

society representatives and government officials

but the most prominent were children from charity

and private schools. Others who spoke on the

occasion included technical editor of Mein aur

Mere Dost, Adnan Shakeel and Executive Director

Creative Village, Mustafa Husnain.

Children from Mashal School, Bari Imam, enjoy the first episode of “Mein aur Mere Dost” screened at the launching ceremony

Executive Director CreativeVillage, Mustafa Husnain, interacts

with children
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Views of Participants

The colorful launching event of Pakistan's first 3D animated series on GBV for children “Mein aur

Mere Dost” was attended by a large number of children from all sections of society. Some

glimpses of the event are captured by photographer Saba Masood.

Children were excited to receive colorful give-aways of “Mein aur Mere Dost”.

“I really liked it. I think women and men should work

together for the development of Pakistan,” said Zainab

(Left) from Pehli Kiran School.

“It was fun but real hard work. My school

will be proud of me. I have learned a lot from

this experience,” said Ali Asim Opal who was

the voice of Sheraz in the animated series.
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(From Left to Right): Khazia David (Hadia),Ali Asim Opal (Sheraz), and Hamza Saqib (Faiq) pose with the cut

outs of their characters.

A child from Mashal School, Bari Imam, looks at the

GEP writing pad which was part of the event give-

away folder.

“It was a difficult task to discuss violence without

showing any violence,” said Shakil Adnan,Technical

Editor for “Mein or Mere Dost.”
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GEP Events
Youth engages in dialogue for ending gender based violence

As member Pakistan Gender Coalition (PGC),

Sewa Development Trust Sindh (SDTS) organized

a dialogue on gender-based violence (GBV) with

youth on December 3, 2012 in Khairpur.

Attended by 32 representatives of local youth

groups, the dialogue was part of SDTS activities

organized to commemorate '16 Days of Activism

to End Gender-BasedViolence.' The participants

discussed in detail both the global and national

themes; 'From Peace in the Home to Peace in the

World' and 'Safety at Home, Public and

Workplace,’ for the global campaign in relation

with GBV issues prevalent in Pakistani society.

SDTS gave a briefing on its

programs in six districts of Sindh.

Manager Operations Zahid

Dahot shared basic information

about gender-based violence and

the significance of 16 Days of

Activism against GBV with the

students. Discussion revolved

around on how youth could

contribute in changing social

mind sets.

Zahid defined the term violence

against women (VAW) a

pervasive human rights violation,

a public health crisis and an

obstacle to equality, development,

security and peace in the country.

He said terms 'violence against

women 'and' gender-based violence'

refer to the range of abuses

committed against women that stem

from gender inequality and women's

subordinate status in society relative

to men.

The participants discussed in detail

the basic forms of GBV include

domestic violence, sexual abuse, rape,

sexual harassment, trafficking in

women, forced prostitution, and harmful

practices and said that these forms of violence

can result in physical, mental, sexual and other

health problems.

The participants also shared their personal

experiences. Most of them had interacted with

GBV victims while they were working as

volunteers with international, national and local

organizations.They discussed the forms of

violence that exists in home, society, country and

in the world especially focusing on rural women

and suggested that individuals should initiate

change in behavior and attitudes from their

homes.

Participants take keen interest in the information shared at the event

Youth enthusiastically participate in discussion
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GEP Capacity Building
GEP Organizes Branding, Marking and Communications Workshop

The Capacity-Building Unit (CBU) and Media and

Communication Cell of GEP organized two-day

training workshops for the sub-grantees of Cycle

3 and 5 and potential sub-grantees of Cycle 6-A.

The first workshop was organized on October 1

and the second one was held in Quetta on

October 3, 2012.These workshops aimed at

educating the sub-grantees on why branding and

marking was needed on the deliverables of their

projects.

Different interactive methodologies were

adopted during the workshops including

brainstorming, group work and plenary

discussion to train sub grantees on branding and

marking guidelines on USAID/AF funded

assistance instruments.

Partner NGOs (sub-grantees) and potential sub-

grantees for Grant Cycle 6-A from Sindh and

Balochistan participated in these workshops.

Participants of the workshop were also informed

about on-going GEP projects.They had a

separate session on learning gender aspects

through interactive activities. Media and

Communication Specialist of GEP Samina Naz

shared the 'Approach andVision aboutVisibility'

with the participants.

The participants also had a brain-storming

session on the difference between a case study

and a success story.

To orient GEP's regional Monitoring and

Evaluation (M&E) teams on the Program

Monitoring System (PMS), the M&E Unit

conducted a two-day workshop on October 5,

2012 in Islamabad.

Regional teams of M&E participated in the event

aimed at building the capacity of regional teams

in reporting against all grants.They were also

briefed on their tasks in PMS at different

hierarchical levels.

The inaugural session started with the

background and introduction of Program

Monitoring System by Manager M&E Syed Hassan

Akber. He elaborated on the need and scope of

PMS in relation with Gender Equity Program

(GEP).

A detailed session was conducted by Manager

M&E on the operating system of PMS. Regional

M&E teams were given a demonstration on

operating PMS.The demonstration included a

briefing on entering a grant on PMS and against

the deliverables at how to insert the reports.

The PMS is a multi-purpose software through

which not only monitoring reports can be

generated but different monitoring products can

also be produced i.e. all sub-grants profile

summaries, location-wise sub-grant summaries,

individual reports, consolidated grants

summaries, objective wise reports etc.

GEPTrains Regional
Monitoring and Evaluation
Units on Program
Monitoring System

Participants listen carefully to their instructor
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http://www.af.org.pk/gep, Email: info.gep@af.org.pk, Mail: PO Box No. 1105, Islamabad, Pakistan.
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“What a beautiful piece of animation and what an important story it tells.

Thanks to the creator and the people who made it,” said US Deputy Chief of

Mission Ambassador Richard Hoagland while speaking at the launch of Pakistan's first

animated series for children “Mein aur Mere Dost,” on December 3, 2012.

“I congratulate GEP and Aurat Foundation management for

opening a regional office in Skardu. It will be of great help in the

political, social and economic empowerment of local women,” said

Shereen Fatima, Member Gilgit-Baltistan Legislative Assembly,

while addressing the inauguration ceremony of regional office in

Skardu on November 7, 2012.


